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INTTODUCTION 

The tests described in this thesis were conducted as a 

part of a cooperative research project on the downward pro- 

jection of heated air jets sponsored jointly by the American 

Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers and the engi- 

neering Experiment Station of Kansas State College. The 

Project has been in progress at Kansas State College since 

May, 1945, under the supervision of Professor Linn Helander, 

head of the department of Mechanical Engineering. 

A considerable amount of work has been done at the 

college on the flow of jets and as a result of this, six 

papers have already been published. The papers are briefly 

reviewed in the section on Survey of Literature. The present 

report is the result of studies stt.-gested in a paper by 

Professor Helander, Dr. Yen and L. B. Knee (1955) which 

indicated that basic research should t)e carried out to explore 

the possibility of. advantageously modifying outlets so as to 

increase the initial thrust of the jet. The effect of insert- 

ing solid cores in stream at the outlet was studied. Mainly, 

attention was devoted to the thrust characteristics. The data 

are presented in the form of tables and graphs. The effect 

of cores on the angle of spread was studied by the smoke bomb 

technique. To study the effeot of cores on velocity distribu- 

tion, horizontal and vertical anemotherm traverses were taken. 

The results are presented in the form of graphs and also are 

summerized in tha form of tables. The graphs were also used 

to determine the angle of spread. The results agreed well 

with those outained from smoke pictures. The unit heater 



outlets used were: 

deep 

deep 

(1) Deep cylindrical outlet 17 1/4" dia.and 13" 

(2) Shallow diffuser o tlet 17 1/4" dia. and 4" 

2 

As the result of the research reported, a method has 

been evolved to live an increased value of thrust for jets 

flowing out of unit heater outlets when a fan is _;se at the 

otlet. 

SURVEY OF LITFBATURL 

The best early experimental study of free air jets under 

conditions pertaining to ventilation practice was reported in 

1921 by Zimm. AlthouTh occasional experiments on jets have 

been reported at odd intervals over a span of years stretchin.,, 

back into the preceding century, these have all been either 

limited to small jets with near sonic initial velocities or 

have been of insufficient quantitative scope to permit useful 

conclusions to he drawn for ventilation practice. 

Tile early lack of an adequate theory covering the behavi..)r 

of a free Jet, including its effects in forming a velocity 

field containing large amounts of entrained fluid from the 

surrounding space, necessitated an entirely experimental 

approach. Zimm proceeded by making thorough velocity surveys 

over the entire re3ion influenceu by the free jet. His experi- 

mental installation was located in a room 11.5 feet wide by 

26.25 feet long; room air was drawn into a blower and discharged 



through a cylindrical pipe 1.97 in. I.D. by 5.91 in. long 

whose outlet was in free apace. Velocity measurements were 

made with a pitot tube in the region near the outlet and 

with a heated wire instrument in the farther regions of tie 

Jet. Silk threads were used to indicate the flow directin. 

Initial outlet velocities ranged from 690 to 2360 ft./min. 

and jet velocities were read to as low as 20 ft. per min. 

with hot wire instrument. Zimm described the cross section 

of the fully developed Jet as comprising three regions: 

(1) A central region in which the measured mean veloc- 

ity remained essentially steady at all times. 

(2) An intermediate region in which the measure 

mean velocity attained a characteristic value which was not 

exceeded but where irregular and brief variations to lower 

velocities were encountered. 

(3) An outer region where the measured mean vslcc- 

ity underwent continual but moderately slow oscillations of 

relatively large amplitude which made it difficlat to obtair 

data. 

His work covered only one particular set of conditions 

which would be helpful to further investigations. There was an 

unfilled need, however, for a valid analytical theory to 

simplify the entire treatment of jet problems. 

Tollmien (1945), while carrying through the suggestions 

of Prandtl, marked the threshold of a new quantitative al- 

though semiempirical viewpoint in the practical treatment of 

jet problems. 
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Three different systems were treated by Tollmien namely 

(1) mixing at a free stream boundary (2) a plane (two dimen- 

sional) jet, and (3) an axially symmetrical jet. The sur- 

roundings were considered to be at rest, isothermal condition. 

were assumed to prevail, and the fluid density was assumed to 

be the same throughout the entire mixing reiion. The static 

pressure was also assumed constant throu7,hout entire mixing 

length which was later varifieu by calculation to be sub- 

stantially true. 

An important consecuence of the constant static pressure 

assumed to exist throughout the jet region was the recuire- 

ment that the total momentum of the jet flow (by jet is meant 

both primary and the entrained fluid) be a constant along 

the trajectory. This leads to the condition that velocity 

along the jet axis, Uax, varies in inverse proportion to the 

distance from the origin. 

In applying the above rules, it is to be noted that 

"origin" is not at the outlet plane but.is a "point source" 

located back up the outlet a distance determined by the angle 

of the jet expansion and the outlet dimensions. 

Tollmien estimated by calculations that the difference 

between the static pressure in the surroundings and at the 

center of a fully turbulent cylindrical jet was of the order 

of .075 per cent of the velocity head on the jet axis. 

Tollmien's work mainly centered around conical jets, 

but it laid the ground for velocity field calculations and 

experimentation. 



Por severel years following Tollmlon's c,ntribution, no 

particular advances were made In the analytical fundemeGtels 

of the jet pro1_1(,-n. 

According to tae simile momentum theory, Tollmien pre- 

dicted teat the temperat,ire an., velocity distril:dtions across 

t heated jet ghoul° ce represented by the same c,..rve 

expressed In ,.rressondliv.; oimenst=luse c,ioroinates. 

Tollmien's experiments were 'T., oart underaken to oataAlso 

the validity of the theory or, at least, wItu:n toe, limits of 

practical rc..7.1ruments. 

Ruden (Nottage, 14;32) wAs the first to study tne Jet 

velocity field and he came up with a conical jet core which 

extendo.: abput f ur o;ItlA :Mars: tars warn from the -;tlet 

(1':11mien observed a similar one). The core was surrounded 

by a region of turbulent mixing which expanded with incrftsing 

distance from the outlet. The cores seem to disappear at 

nitlet Ciameturt $elow tne .cutlet. . also tnck Ei'me 

data cn temperature datribution tut disagreement :ram Teat. 

cnclusIon was that heat and mo:nenti-L evicentli fol- 

lowed ji;ferent mecLanisma of turbulent exctangt. 

Fort%mann (19.7C) obtained experimental data on the velo- 

city OlsLrihutic-,s in free eIrstream with turbulent mixing t' 

c omparis-Ir with t!.c preict of the momentum-transfer 

theory. Ttie systeAs investigated were (1) a free jet from a 

1 hg narrow al-t ( .2.) a free stream boundary with turroundng 

air at rest, and (3) a jct. formed by confined ezpansion from 

a slot into a rectangular channel of large mrose section. 
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Forthmann was unable to solve in a satisfactory manner 

the practical difficulty of measuring static pressure in a 

region of highly turbulent action. Ordinary probes of the 

pitot tube type were felt to be quite unsatisfactory. 

Forthmannis work established that for the case of a jet coming 

out of a slot the velocity varies inversely as the square root 

of the downstream distance measured from the point origin. 

It may be recalled at this stage that Tolimien's theory 

was developed for the region of a turbulent jet which was 

sufficiently far from the outlet to allow characteristic 

turbulence conditions to develop and for a surrounding fluid 

at rest. 

Most of Tollmients (1945) work was done in the form of a 

study of various phases of turbulence. It was only in 1935 

that ventilation jets were isolated as a constituent problem 

in air distribution research. 

Jordan was the first to report on the trajectories of air 

jets from various outlets. He employed a smoke generator in 

the air supply to a succession of jet outlets and traced the 

contours of the smoke field as defining the boundaries of the 

Jet. Observations were made as far as 16 feet from the outlet. 

The following outlet types were used (1) a bell mouth con- 

verging nozzle 5.0" dia. (2) a flat plate orifice 5" dia. 

(3) a square duct 7.1" on side with various vane arrangements 

at the open end. Jet air was maintained successively at room 

temperature and at 30F and 100F below room temperature. 

Initial jet velocities ranged from 500 to 3,000 ft. per min. 
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The test results were presentee as ;et contour sketches 

only, with no further quantitative analysis. 

Among his important conclusions were the followings 

(1) The introduction of turbulence at the point 

of outlet tends to ca:ise good uiffusicr, at t:.e point of outlet. 

(2) on a vaned outlet, the vane an le will not 

increase the spreas2, of tre air if the velocity ncad is insuffici- 

ent. 

(3) A high velocity res-lts in an induced circula- 

tion of the surrounding air whicn aids in the distribution of 

the air. 

(4) If the outlet velocity is low, temperature 

differences become the main fact,$)r causing the air either to 

fall or rise within 16+, 

Additional studies on ventilation jets were contributed 

by 3reenlaw and Hart (Nottage, 1951). These authors emphasized 

the 17-Dr*ance of air distribution control in producing draft- 

less ventilation and undertook to develop empirical relations 

for t%e throw and drop of Jet with different types of Grilles. 

Poth isothermal and cooler? jet 'ehavior was observed. The 

followinz empirical f.)rmula was Uerivedt 

Throw K (cfm) when K is an experimental 
open area 

c,nstant detcrmined for each t 

The trier tests were summarize2 in ta,o las f-)rm, as no 

analysts seemed practicable. 

general observations of 3reenlaw and Hart were studied 

by Tuve in a discussion wnich -,ointe out great nee: for careful 



research. As an initial reqvirement for test work, accurate 

instrumentation suitable for air jet readings at low velocities 

was emphasized. 

Then came Mackey who offered a discussion of air distribu- 

tion and jet behavior. For want of something better, an 

approximate method was developed for an "ideal Jet" based on 

postulates: (1) that a jet from a straight flow outlet took 

a straight sided shape with an included angle of 14 degrees, 

(2) that the total jet momentum remained constant along the 

throw, (3) that the jet velocity was uniform across any section. 

With these specific conditions, and defining throw as the jet 

travel to where velocity became 50 fpm. A simple expression was 

developed for throw estimates: 

Throw 0.0816 

For ideal jets Ao is the outlet area, sq. ft. Do is the initial 

jet velocity in fpm and the throw is in feet. 

Data of creenlaw and Hart showed that actual jets had a 

throw of about 80% of the ideal prediction. The considerations 

advanced served to indicate that an approximate form of equation 

for empirically reporting jet throw data would be, throw e Ki Q /Ao. 

K1 is an empirical constant. Q in cfm is the discharge. 

Mackey stated that more data arc needed to support or 

disprove what he had presented. 

Further observations on ventilation jets were reported by 

Tuve and Priester in 1944. The jets from rectangular outlets 

were observed to take on an essentially circular cross section 

at distances beyond two slot widths. This is of practical value, 
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for, as a consequence, the behavior of jets from different 

outlet forms may be represented by similar equations. 

The average included angle from rectangular outlets was 

found to be 22.5 degrees. 

The Tuve and Priester data were limited to isothermal 

conditions and large free spaces. Madison and Elliot have 

emstructed useful charts, based on Tuve and Priester data, 

which give a rapid solution for throw, entrainment ratio and 

residual velocity for circular as well as rectangular outlets. 

The preceeding discussion pertains to horizontal jets. 

DOWNWARD PROJECTION OF HEATED JETS 

Exploratory studies of the downward projection of heated 

jets were reported in 1948 by Professor Helander and Jakowartz, 

(1948). This paper was in the nature of a progress report. It 

dealt with the results of a preliminary study of jets from two 

outlets, and presented a tentative equation for the downward 

throw of the type studied. This equation had the form: 

kmar 1 ([a(RO}+. 1)i . 
( 1) 

Do 
Where ;) is denoted as the cross stream average buoyancy number 

at the outlet: 

a dimensionless entrainment factor 

Do orifice diameter of outlet 

Dmax distance from outlet to the bottom of the 

jet, feet. 

Five papers have been presented as the result of the work 

carried out under the supervision of Professor Helander at 
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Kansas State College in cooperation with the American Society 

of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers. 

The second paper dealt with the downthrow of approximately 

free jets from long radius nozzles attached to the 

base of a plenum chamber. In this paper, sr extt!rsive amA,Int 

of data on ' wnthrows greater than approximately el-ht orifice 

ameters end lt,es than forty eight orifice clametrra ues Pre- 

sentcJ, The data were correlated by the empirical er ation: 

1412. : 1.56 (3.1t 

(2) 

Here, Bo is the buoyancy numqer evaluated at the center of the 

outlet. For the ran w of conditions for which equation (2) 

applies, Bo may he set eoual to 1.04 ro. Making this substitu- 

tion: 

1 C3) -Ft : 1.70 For 

The third paper gave approximately determineO At on 

uoenthrows of the jets from the commercial heater. or throws 

in excess or ei.7ht orifice diameters, these data ecru correlated 

with data 7.)rescr. in *_he previous paper by means di' te fol- 

lowing modificat!on of equation (3): 

Lmax 1.70 f 707 
uo 

wherein f is an arbitrarily introduced empirical throw factor. 

Vales of f were uetermined for each of the three 

differently matched unit heater fans. The magnitude of t wad 

found to depend on the downthrust or force of the jot as it 

issued from the outlet. This downthrust, in turn, was related 
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to the horsepower of the jet as it left the outlet. Empirical 

performance factors in addition to f were therefore introduced. 

These were: 

(1) Downthrust ratio, defined as the ratio of the 

downthrust of the actual jet to that of a standard jet which 

produced the same throw in feet as the actual jet produces, and 

(2) Jet efficiency ratio, defined as the ratio of 

the outlet air horsepower of the standard jet to that of the 

actual jet. 

Values of these ratios and of f together with other 

pertinent data were reported in this paper. Several important 

conclusions were arrived at and some of them are given below: 

(1) The fan had a pronounced effect on the outlet 

conditions. 

(2) The shallow diffuser developed the largest 

angle of spread, i.e., 28 degrees approximately for unheated 

jet. Conical and annular outlets developed about the same 

angles of spread in degrees. 

(3) A fundamental type of research should be pursued 

to determine the separate effects of(g 
l' 2' etc. (Se. Nomen- 

clature). 

Some supplementary conclusions were drawn and are note- 

worthy: 

(a) Unit heater fan combination should be carefully 

matched to the outlet. 

(b) The outlet and fan combination should be 

designed for over all effectiveness, that is, with regard for 



both the resistance offered by the outlet to the flow and 12 

pattern of flow developed. 

(c) The less the whirl, dead area, and irregular- 

ity of distribution of flow at the outlet, the more effective 

will be the jet utilization of outlet downthrust and outlet 

air horsepower. 

(d) The throw of the jet may be increased by 

increasing the velocity of the jet at the outlet and thereby 

increasing the outlet uownthruat and outlet air horsepower. 

This may be done, for example, by artificially reducing the 

effective area of the outlet area. Nhirl because of its 

effect on the effective area may produce the same result. 

(0) Increasing f in the foregoing manner may en- 

tail an increase in power consumption out of proportion to 

effect produced on throw. 

As the result of this paper, which has been briefly described 

above, it was recommended that fundamental research be planned 

to obtain data applicable to design and operation of practical 

outlets and determine the effect of: 

(1) reducing the effective area of an outlet 

(2) modifying the velocity profile 

(3) enlarging the spread of the jet angle 

(4) artificially introducing whirl. 

The fourth paper presented the characteristics of jets 

discharged from vertical discharged unit heater, equipped with 

either an annular outlet or a shallow diffuser. The following 

experimentally deterwineu data were presented: 

(1) Velocities and temperatures along the vertical 

axis of the jet discharged from the heater. 
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(2) Velocities and temperatures in the r_aly 

developed region of the fully developed flow. 

(3) Temperatures in the space surroundinr the jet. 

As a result of this paper a nomo2raph for finding down- 

ward throw of jets was ,repered and published by the Barber 

Colmar. Company. 

:!ere again, the authors recommended a means for measuring 

directly the momentum of a jet issuing from an o itlet. 

To carry out the forementioned fundamental research, a 

setup was designed at Kansas State College and as a result 

came the fifth paper which: 

(1) described a simple means for directly measuring 

the th-ust cr rro:ective force developed by outlets of type 

used in prac'-ice. 

(2) gave dnta on the flow characteristics at outlet 

fort 

stream 

(a) four inch long radius A.S.Y.E. nozzle with 

and without inserted cores; 

(b) a unit heater with 

1. a deep cylindrical outlet, with and 
without core, 

2. a shallow diffuser without vanes and 
with and without cores, 

3. a shallow diffuser with adjustable 
guide vanes; 

(3) gave data on the velocity distribution own - 

from the face of A.S.1.L. nozzle with anu with,ut cores 

of various shapes; 

(4) ,mve data on the influence of a plate itaInst 
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which jet was allowed to impinge. 

However, no study was made of full nozzle length cylindri- 

cal cores. Only small cores were used. 

No effort was made to show the effect of various shapes of 

cores on the jets comirg out of various ,slats. The present 

study was undertaken with the purpose of continuing the work 

done in the last paper and checking some of the data already 

presented. 

PROBLEM BRIEFLY OUTLINED 

While studying the jets issuing from unit heater outlets 

with fan at the outlets, it must te kept in mind that a unioue 

situation arises due to the operation of the fan which creates, 

due to whirl, a region of negative pressure in front of the 

outlet. 

A considerable amount of energy which could have been 

usefully employed is thus wasted to maintain this zone of 

negative 7,ressure. This energy, if made available, would 

improve the performance of the jets. The negative pressure 

zone can ke filled with a solid core of suitable shape and part 

of this energy might thereby be made available to increase the 

propulsive force. Thus, one phase of the present research 

was to determine as far as possible core shapes which would 

give the maximum thrust by eliminating or reducing the region 

of negative pressure. 

The second phase naturally follows the first; having found 

a suitable core size for a particular outlet, the effect 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE I 

View of Experimental Equipment 

Reference numbers: 

(1) Micromanometere 

(2) The air carrying duct 

(3) Pitot tube and impact tube combination for the 
measurement of flow rate 

(4) Thermometer for temperature measurement 

(5) The fan to s..Tply air to the plenum chamber. 
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x 
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core on the velocity prorile and shape of jt.t was °nerved. 

The effect of the core ahapes on the pct characteristics 

has been reported here in t)t form of tables, graphs and 

various plates. 

EQUIPW,IIT ANL, PROCEDURE 

Plates 1 through 5 show various views of test station. 

The housing encloses the thrust measurin7 equipment. ?art 

of the equipment inside the housih- is a seIn platform upon 

which was mounted a unit heater. (Shown in schematic dravitn 

not attached here.) Atmospheric pressure WAS ma!nta!ned in 

the hnn!hg by an external air supply fan when the ':nit 

heater characteristics were studied, The air now to the 

housity-, from this external fan was measured ty the m,tering 

ensile as shown in the schematic diagram (A .::Le. 1 and 2, see 

appendix), unit heater discharged the ai rr7mi the housin.7 

Tho thrust iliparted 1,7 the unit heater to the etvng 

platform was determined ty Iseana or a thrust measuring device. 

Plate IT s-ows a front view of the :,vvice). Plate III shows the 

external arrangement of the thrust mealsurin<.: instrument in the 

test setup. Plate II shows a view o tne device, which a:as- 

sisted of a C" x 1/2" x 1/a" alumimm cantilever beam equipped 

with two SR 4 typo A5 strain gapes. The two stra!n 71t-es used 

were located on each site of the cantilever beam near 'hc fixed 

end in such a manner that the effects of strain were additive. 

The thrust imparted by the swIng platfrm was 117-"pl!cd at 

the upper end of the cantilever beats. 



EXPLANATION A? PLATT' II 

Head an View of Thrust Usssuring Device. 

Reference numbers: 

(1) the line of contact between swing platform and the 
cantilever beam 

(2) 8" x 1/2" x 1/8" aluminum cantilever beam 

(5) 4 Sr4 type A$ strain gages (two on back) 

(4) adjusting wheel 

(5) base adjustable in line parallel to the direction 

of thrust. 



PLAT II 
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The eutp t of the strain eaeos was measured by SR 4 type 

1 strain ineicater. The thrust measurine device was cell- 

brated be means of wei -hts ('late III). Lurine a test, when 

vibrations eere present, the: thrust measurim device was 

sensitive is a cean,e in wel;ht of unc eram. 

A nosition indioatine switch connected t) two external 

liehts ('.'fete 'II) was used to reestablish the plumb nosition 

of the swine tefare taking a thrust reading. The swin- was 

nlunt when the liehts flucteateu with equal frocuoncy. 

To ering the swin? to its olumb position, the restrainln 

force exerted by the thrust sensIne cantilever :ea: 1 on the 

saeele of the swin: was alterecl ey means of a hare: oecrated 

screw. 

The instrument carrise:e (Plate IV) could be moved 

horizontally in the direction of the flow. It wes used to 

carry all the static and ipact pressure tuies enenever they 

were used. It was also used to carry the anemotherm nrobe 

for velocity measurements alaee the axis of the stream. -ne 

carriage could ee moved as far as 12 feet fr,m te( tlee and 

as close as 1 1/2 feet to the outlet. Stale takin3 the 

thrust reaches the cores were attached dire-:tly to the unit 

heater by means of a bracket. This made it possi)le to e,tain 

a direct reading of thrust. 

The cores were held in place with bracket as shown in 

Plate IV. 

The cores were mounted el a 1/2 inch pipe ty 

and terea(lIne a hole in the face of each cre. The pipe, in 
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turn, was passed through another pipe which was weldeC to 

the bracket. A screw was run through this pipe to hold the 

1/2 inch pipe in position. By loosening this screw the core 

coul to moved backward or forward. 

The following cores were used: 

(1) cores of same length (2 feet 1mg) and 

diff,rert Aamtters (2", VI, 4", 5", L", and 8"), 

(2) cores of sa:-.A. L,J1gth (1 1/2 feet long) and 

different diameters (2", 3", 4", 5", 6", and 8"), ana 

(3) cores of same length and cifferent shapes. 

The outlets used were (1) sallow ciffoAer (17 1/4" 

diameter, 4" deep) and (2) a deep cylindri'al outlet (1" 1/4" 

diameter and 13 1./2" deep). 

To start the test the s!ipplv fan (Plate I) was started 

and the plenum chamber was closed and checked itainst Air 

leakaee. Then the inside pressure reading of the plenum 

chamler was taken and the inlet opening of the fan was 

adjusted until atmospheric pressure was established in tne 

plenum chamber. Before starting the fan, the strain ga-e- 

cantilever aw1p7 platform combination was calibrated by 

applvine known forces to the platform, simulating reactive 

forces, and noting the strain gage indicator reading. There- 

by the equilibrium position of the platform was established 

and the positionirr switch was set. 

To set the positioniny switch, the fallowleg procedure 

was adopted: 

(a) Central contact arm was set between terminal 



EXPLANATTON OF ?LATE III 

View Showing Instrument Room 

Reference numbers: 

(1) Pulley. 

(2) Pan used for thrust calibration. 

(3) Baldwin sensitive strain gage indicator. 





EXPLANATION OF PLATE IV 

Front View of Experiment Station 

Reference numbers: 

(1) Cylindrical core shown held in place by a bracket 

which mounted on the shallow diffuser. 

(2) Instrument Carriage guide railing. 

(3) Instrument carriage with two guide rods to keep its 
path fixed and wheels on four ends of the frame to make 
it move more easily. 

(4) Micromanometers for measuring pressures in the 
plenum, duct and the jet. 
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contacts of the positionin switch, 

(b) Position 11-hts were plugged in. 

(c) The terminal contacts on the position indica- 

tor were a-jsteO until the lights fluctuated with equal 

Intensity. This marked the reference position of the platform 

and the central contact arm. 

Having set the positioning switch, the fan was turned on 

with no core in the ot.tlet. The oriltinal clem, position of 

the 7latfcrm was ::.estore,.:, end thrust was measured. 

A similar procedure was employeu widen cores 7cre inerted. 

In each test the pluml position with ttv cure in place an the 

(tan not in operation) was estalliched. :iith the fan in 

operation, this plumb oosition was reestaLlished before the thrust 

reading was taken. 

The static pressures in the stream were measured by using 

a pitot static tube alLhou h only sOatIc -:,art Di' it was used. 

The instrument carria,:e was used to move the pitot tube back 

wards and forwards and to the sides. 

The static pressures along the cylinder were taken by 

drilling :sine holes along the length of the cylinder and In- 

serting small hypodermic tubes. Pressure was c-nveyed to a 

micromanometer by Ernall sized rubber tubing. The hypodermic 

tut,es were held in place by hard rubber collars, 1/4 inch 

thick, glued alohrT the insi-e of the cylinder. The collars 

were glued in such a manner that they were leak free. Six 

26 

Enough vibrations were present so it could be easily seen 
when the lights fluctuated with equal intensity. 
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holes were drilled 2 inches apart on four sides (each row 

of holes being 90° apart). Regular aluminum cylinders were 

used as cores and they were always turned on the lathe so as 

to make them perfectly smooth. Other cores were also turned 

on the lathe and finished to a perfectly smooth surface. 

Smoothness was jud,!:ed by feel of hand or eye and no attempt 

was made to determine the smoothness by any other means. 

Merriam micromanometera were used to measure the pressure 

readings. They could be read to the third decimal place. 

A hot wire anemometer and an anemotherm were used besides 

the conventional pitot tubes to measure velocity readings. 

A three-legged stand was used to hold the anemotherm. 

The floor was divided by lines into square sections six inches 

on a side so as to form a coordinate system for the jet. Two 

appropriate legs of the anemotherm stand were aligned on a 

line parallel to the jet axis, the anemotherm measured velocity 

parallel to the axis. 

The anemotherm could read velocities in three ranges, 

(a) 0-100 fpm, (b) 100-1000 fpm, and (c) 1000-8000 fpm. 

Before use, the zero was corrected. Then the anemotherm was 

calibrated in each range to get dependable readin!-,s. The 

calibration procedure was a simple vernier adjustment described 

in the anemotherm corporation's pamphlet for this model 60 

anemotherm airmeter. The instrument was calibrated a7ainst 

a standard pitot static tube in a high speed duct. The 

agreement between the readings was within /7 2 per cent in 

high range and 1- 1 per cent in low ranges. Smoke was used 

to make the jet visible and to study jet characteristics near 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE V 

Front View of Experiment Station 

Reference numbers 

(1) Stand carrying anemotherm probe for measuring 
velocity in the stream. 

(2) Guide railing for the instrument carriage which 
was used to carry conventional pitot tube. 

(3) Core frame mounted on the shallow diffuser outlet. 

(4) Air carrying duct shown entering the plenum between 
the two micromanometers. 

(5) Pitot static tube and impact tube arrangement for 
measuring flow at the outlet of 0 A.S.M.E. nossle which 
was mounted in the duct. 
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the outlet. 

Smoke was introuced at the Inlet of the fan by firing two 

smoke bombs at a time. resides eye view observation, moving 

pictures weee taken to analyze the flow characteristics. 

WeAATIVL PRESSURES A T : TLET 

It was thought that the re ion of ne3ative pressure in the 

vicinity of the outlet was caused by whirl. Whirl also was 

regarded as a chief seercc of onerey leas. Static reseere 

readings were taken to determine the eietribetion of preseure 

in the vicinity of the eetlet. Plate YT chews the pressure 

JistribetIon at different eistances below ene aie 

of the Jet. This plate ives a :ood picture of what lay be 

exnecte in the eay of negative eresseree Ihen a unit heater 

of the type under stuey is tack:. It was thought that the 

insertion of a core would cause the Jet to cenvorge, We to 

the formation of a beundary layer, and that it weeld cause a 

decroaes In the ne,7,atIve pressures. A cylinerical core 1 foot 

lent and inches diameter was introduced with its upstream 

face 2 Inches from the fun. Readire2;s were taken along the 

cylindrical surface of the cure. Thous showed that neeTativo 

pressures Jecrease:: J-.)wnstream along the surface of the core. 

This indicated that if a len; enough core was esed orobsely at 

eJme point on its serfece atmospheric ereesere eeild exist. 

The static pressure uistribution alore: the core walls is 

shown in plats vrr. The above proesuure was ,se:: to snow tint a 

negative pressure exiate and trmt a c)re decreases tho neativs 

ross:;ro. 



EXPLANATION OF 7LATF VI 

View of Core Shapes 

This plate shows some of cores used for the tests in the 

present research. Besides the cylinders of various diameters, 

the large e:g-shaped core and the long conical core are also 

shown resting on the floor. Placed on one of tne cylinders is 

the small egg-shaped core. 





ANALYSIS rT DATA 

Effect of Cores on Thrust 

Case 1. 

Full Length Cores Useu With A Does_Cylindrical Outlet. 

The full length cores were introduced into the stream and a 

considerable increase of thrust was noted. The flow rate 

decreased as the diameter of the cores was increased, but the 

decrease in thrust due to the decrease In flow rate was more 

than offset by the reduction in negative pressure. Plate IX 

shows the plot of To/To no core Vs !I 2 On the same plate a , 

, 2 
plot of Q0/(4 

v 
0 no core 's ;: has been plotted showing how flow 

decreased with increase in core diameter as the thrust increased. 

D 2 Plate X shows the plot of p2/p 2 no core Vs wl, This 
1.4o 

indicates how the relative thrust increases with increase of 

core diameters, core lengths being the same. These nlots are 

based on the maximum measured thrust readings which were 

observed when the upstream core face was 2 inches from the fan, 

that is Phen the core extended axially 11 inches into the deep 

cylindrical outlet as shown on plot. The deeper the core was 

moved into the outlet the greater was the thrust or relative 

thrust (in all oases). 

The decrease of measured thrust as the core was moved 

outward, that is farther from the fan, is shown in Plate XI 

The data using 2 foot long cylindrical cares with deep cylin- 

drical cores with deep cylindrical outlets are shown in 

Table 1. The jata reported in this table have been reduced 



EXPLANATfON OF PLATE VII 

This plate shows the negative pressure distribution at a 

distance 23 inches downstream. 

Curve A. Pressure variation along horizontal and vertical 

cnar' s in *.re plane of traverse 5 inches from the 

center line of the Jet. 

Curve B. ?ressure variation along horizontal and vertical 

cerUs in the plane of traverse and 2 inches from the 

center line of the jet. 

Curve C. Pressure variation along horizontal and vertical 

chords in the plane of traverse 23 inches from cen- 

ter line of the jet. 

dotted curves show traverse in the vertical plane 

bold curves show traverse in the horizontal plans 
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EXPLABk/OB OF ?LATE VIII 

Negative Pressure Distribution 

Plate shows: 

(a) Band of pressure distribution at the upstream face 
of 6 inches diameter cylinder (1 foot long). 

Distance is measured from axis of cylinder radially 
Wong the face of the cylinder, therefore perpendicular 
to the axis of the jet. 

(b) Band of pressure distribution along the cylinder 
walla. Distance is measured from upstream face of core 
along the cylinder walls, therefore parallel to the axis 
of the jet. Upstream face of core was located 2 inches 
from fan. 

Bands were drawn because each reading was distinctly different 
but all readings fell in the ranwv shown. 
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to a dimensionless form. 

For values ofAe)2 up to .084, the curve of To /To T a no core 
'Do' 

Vs D0'2 has a considerably smaller slope than that for values 
Do 

of 
( 
D 
C 
)2 between .084 and .121. This may he explained by 

studn ying the carat; effects of bodies in the stream. (See 

Appendix), For(EZ 02 between .084 and .121. The per cent 

increase in thrust due to the reduction in negative pressures 

increased more rapidly than the per cent reduction in thrust 

due to the increased surface drag. This accounts for the 

steeper slope. This was not true for values of(1)2 less 
Po 

than .084. From Plate XI, welch shows thrust as n functien 

of distance in inches from the fan, it is clear that threat 

increases as core is brought nearer the fan, 

Case 2. 

Full Length. Cores Used With A Shallow eiffuser cutlet. 

The technicue described was again used to measure the thrust 

developed be the seallow elffuser. The increaee in measured 

thrust was eealn eecor ee for this case. ?late ell snows t 

Po 
40 

plot of T o/To no core Vs( 12 and /go no core VIII( W2 is 
also plotted on the same curve. 

The measured thrust increases with increase in diameter 

of the core as is evident from the dimensionless plot. With 

each increment ofito)2 up to 0.22 the thrust increased, tut et 
Tr; 

a progressively smaller rate with each increase in De. This is 
Do 

evident from the slope of the plot of T o/To no core V915)2 
vo 



This ..late showa the of To V (Po) 
2 

and 
To no core str77/ 

V 2 when the deep cylitu.rical was 
-o no core 

A ) 

.Lo 
used and when 2 toot long cyllndLrs were use- as cores. 

This curve is base the val ;cs of and To when 

cores wore axially placea,and extended 11 inches into the 

i.e., to within 2 inches of the fan. 

At this location To was a MaAIMUM for all cores. 
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2 
This plate shows glut of IS 2 V (1-) when the 

r 2 no core s r 
deep cylindrical outlet aas used and 2 foot cylitiders were used 

as cores. 

p2 was bascd on the values of To as in ?late IX. 

Gores wore a;:ially -laced and extended 11 Inches into 

the cyllnrioal o.tlet, i.e., to within 2 inches of the fan. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XI 

This plate shows the increase in thrust above To no core 

when the cores are placed axially inside the deep cylindrical 

outlet. 

Increase in thrust above To no core is shown plotted as 

a function of distance of the upstream core face from the fan. 

Cores used in this test were 2 foot long cylinders of 

different diameters. 
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Table 1. Outlet Data for Unit Heater. Deep 
Cylindrical Outlet 17" diameter 
13 1/2" deep, using 2, long cores 
which extended 11" into outlet, that 
is to within 2" of fan. 

Cores 
Used 

qo To 02 

Qo no core lro no core : P2 no core 

0.215 8" diameter 
cylinder 

0.121 6" diameter 
cylinder 

0.040 5" diameter 
cylinder 

0.0538 4" diameter 
cylinder 

0.0302 3" diameter 
cylinder 

0.01346 2" diameter 
cylinder 

0.986 

0.992 

0.992 

0.992 

0.993 

0.999 

1.258 

1.191 

1.105 

1.074 

1.050 

1.021 

1.295 

1.21 

1.133 

1.092 

1.064 

1.024 
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Plate XIII, shows the increase in relative thrust, 

B2, plotted as a ratio of the relative thrust without 

core. This plot sivles that increase in relative thrust for 

a shallow diffuser was less than the value observed when 

the deep cylindrical outlet was used. Centrifugal forces 

still predominated in the case of the shallow diffuser and 

the straightening of the jet was much less pronounced. The 

negative pressure zone existed to a certain extent ,IvEspite 

the cores in the stream. Its effect waa noticeatle to a 

greater extent wry en the shallow diffuser was used than it 

was when the deep cylindrical outlet was emp dyed. 

The straightening effect was caused by the formation of 

a 'nundary layer along the core which tended to increase in 

thickness downstream from the fan. Due to the presence of 

a centrifugal component of velocity, the air particles, as 

soon as they formed the boundary layer, were thrown out 

radially. The result was a very complex flow pattern. Re- 

gardless of the destruction of the boundary layer, it still 

helped to decrease the centrifugal forces and thus the nega- 

tive pressers caused due to whirl. The thrust again decreased 

as the core was moved away from the fan. It was also noticed, 

as in the case of deep cylindrical outlet, that the thrust 

decreased at a greater rate when large atameter cores were used. 

From the curves for the shallow diffuser and deep 

cylindrical outlet for the 2 feet long, different-diameter 

cores it was evident from Plate XI and Plate XIV that cores of 

small diameters do not contribute much in the way of increased 

tnrust. It was also deen that an increase in thrust was 



EXMANATION 0? PLAN XII 

This plate shows the plot of Vs()end 
lo no core Do 

Glo 
v 2 

(:,d when the :.hallow diffuser was used as an 
l`lo no core lik:;0/ 

outlyt anU when 2 feet long cylinders were used as cores. 

This c,A,ve Is based on the values of (:0 and To when cores 

extended axially 2 inches into shallow diffuser, 1.e., to 

within 2 Inches of the fan. 

At this location To ems a MAAIMI:M for all cores. 
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EXPLANATI,DN D PLATE XIII 

This plate shows clot of 132 Vs c12 when the 
Pi no core ro. 

shallow diffuser was used as an outlet and 2 feet long 

cylinders wore uses: as cores. 

p2 is based on the vul.e of To used in Plats YIV. 

Cores were extended 2 inches into the diffusor, i.e., 

within 2 inches Jf the fan. 
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Table 2. Reduced outlet data for unit heater outlet 
using shallow diffuser and 21 long cores 
when cores extended axially 2" into the 
shallow diffuser, i.e., to within 2" of 
the fan. 

Do : Cores 
r; Used 

Qo T 
o 

s 

02 

: Qo no core : To no core X P2 no core 

0.215 

0.121 

0.0840 

0.0538 

0.0302 

0.01346 

8" diameter 
21 long cylinder 

6" diameter 
21 long cylinder 

5" diameter 
21 long cylinder 

4" diameter 
21 long cylinder 

3" diameter 
2/ long cylinder 

2" diameter 
21 long cylinder 

0.990 

0.992 

0.996 

0.996 

0.997 

0.997 

1.179 

1.137 

1.110 

1.039 

1.044 

1.025 

1.202 

1.157 

1.119 

1.078 

1.052 

1.032 



pronounced :nly .then: /D 
0.236\ .-2.(0.463 

Do 
The trend of the data would seem to indicate that beyond 

.43 the decrease in flow rate wuul be consi erable and 
Do 
eviuld offset the advantage of an increased thrust. This would 

be cJnsistent with data on guide vanes, w.r.iod previously were 

found to increase the thrust but decrease the flow rate. This 

was reported by Helander and associates (1956). 

Case 3. 

Using 1 1/2' Long Cylindrical Cores With Deep Cylindrical 

Outlet And Shallow Diffuser. Plate XV shows the plots between 

T0/7, J n, core Vs . rc2 , /, VarT2) 2 

' 'o no core and 32/82 no core 

Vs \_,;)2 
for the deep cylindrical outlrt. 

54 

The dimensionlesr ratios are also sum:narized in Table 3. 

In Plate XV, length erig the same, &Fain the important 

factor under c)naideration wit, the diameter lf the core. 'ne 

can see from this plot tree increased thrust versus dIstancs 

from the fan that the rate of change :If threat with dist4nce 

from the fan was the more rapi as the diameter of the core 

was !n:.reasd. smallr values of be the rate ->f change was 
Do 

more or less uniform. When values of/Lc)2 lay between .0538 

Do. 

and .084 the change in thrust was not noticeable but the flow 

rate decreased sharply. This, in terias of 
Lo 

corresponds to 

a range of 0.232 to 0.239. Increase in thrust was pronounced 

only wrier 0.3740.285. 
Vo 



XPLANATTN OF PLATE XV 

This plate shows the plot of To 
vs/Lc am:: 

To no core 1p 
o 

r 
D Q0 Vsrd) 

2 
when the deep cylindrical outlet was 

o no core i00 

'is , rin,' when 1 1/2' lone cylinders were used as cores. 

Thie curve is lase1 the values of and Tr, when 

curcs extended axially 11" into tte cylindrical outlet, 

i.e., 2" within the far. 

At this location T 
o 

was a maximum for ali cores. 
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EIPIANATICN rL...7-7-: XVI 

This plate shows plot of P2 Vs(pdf when the 

32 no core 
Do 

deep cylindrical outlet was used and 1 1/21 long cylinders 

were used as cores. 

P2 
was based on To as used in Plate XV. 

Cores were extended 11" into the outlet, i.e., within 

2" of the fan. 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XVII 

This plate shows the increase in thrust above To no core 

when the cores Ire placed axially inside the deep cylindrical 

outlet. 

Increase in thrust above To no core is shown plotted as 

a function of eistance of the upstream covet face from the 

fan; cores used in this test were 1 1/2' lonF cylinders of 

different diameters. 
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Table 3. Reduced outlet data for unit heater with 
deep cylindrical outlet using 1 1/2' long 
cores when extended axially 11" into deep 
cylindrical outlet, i.e., 2" from fan. 

II c2 Cores : To P2 ___ 
r: 

32 Used 
' No-no core . To no core: r2 no core 

1 : 

0.215 

0.121 

0.0940 

0.0538 

0.0302 

0.01346 

8" diameter 0.992 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

6" diameter 0.993 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

5" diameter 0.995 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

4" diameter 0.9964 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

3" diameter 0.997 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

2" diameter 0.997 
1 1/2' long cylinder 

1.033 

1.0355 

1.030 

1.029 

1.022 

1.015 

1.055 

1.052 

1.04 

1.036 

1.023 

1.022 



EXPLANATION OF FLAIL XVIII 

2 

This plate shows the plot of To Vs(Dc)and 
ro no core 1)o 

Qo V3 

mD 

c 

4o no core when the shallow diffuser was used as 

an outlet and when 1 1/21 long cylinders were used as cores. 

This curve is based on the values of Q0 and To when 

cores extended axially 2" into the shallow diffuser, i.e., 

to within 2" of the fan. 

At this location To was a maximum for all cores. 
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EA PLANATION OF PLATE. XIX 

This plate shows plot of 152 Vs 
(P 

when th. 
Nno core Do 

shallow diffuser was used as an outlet and 1 1,/2I long 

cylinders were used as cores. 

(52 is based on To as used in Plate XVIII. 

Cores were extended 2" into the diMeer, i.e., within 

2" of th. fan. 
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EXPLAii;.:ION CF PLAIT. XX 

This plate shows the increase in thrust above To no- 

core when the cores are axially placed inside the shallow 

diffuser outlet. 

Increase in thrust above To no care is shown clotted 

as a function of distance of the upstream core, face from 

the fan. 
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Table 4. Reduced outlet data on unit hfater with 
shallow diffuser when 1 1/2 long cores 
wore moved 2" inside the diffuser, i.e., 
2" fr'xm the fan. 

(pc) 
: 

0 
Cores 
Used 

0.215 

0.121 

0.0840 

0.0538 

c.cao2 

8" diameter 
1 1/2 long 
cylinder 

6" diameter 
1 1/2 long 
cylinder 

5" diameter 
1 1/2 long 
cylinder 

4" diameter 
A. 1/2 long 
cylinder 

3" diameter 
1 1/2 long 
cylinder 

0.01346 2' diameter 
1 1/2 long 
cylinder 

Q0 To 

o no core : lo no core 

0.993 1.016 

0.9933 1.01P 

0.995 1.008 

0.996 1.007 

0.P9,,3 1.005 

0.9975 1.003 

P2 
p2 no core 

1.03 

1.031 

1.02 

1.016 

1.013 

1.008 
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For values of 
D0 

greater than 0,374 the flow rate 

decreased rapidly and offset the advantage the to increased 

thrust. 

Pletes XVIII and XIX show the plots for the shallow 

diffusor. The data for the diffuser are summarized in 

Table 4. 

The behavior of the curves for the shallow diffusor is 

very much the same as that in the curves for cylinerical out- 

let, exce that To/To no core when plotted against(pe)2 

increased ,ntil(a9-)2 had a value of .121. There was no fur- 
: 

Do 

ther increase in measured thrust for larger values of(. 
mo 

Instead, the curve showed a steadily decreasing rather than 

an increasing thrust. Furthermore, the flow rate and measured 

thrust ratio both decreased simultaneously. The useful zne 

corresondeo to a range of 8l 2 between 0.084 to 0.1:1. Aith- 
Do 

in this range maximum thrust for small decrease in flow rae 

was realized. 
Cams 4. 

Stream Line core Shapes Aith peep Cylindrical Outlet and 

Shallow -iffuscr. Results of some other core ses7)es used with 

shalloa diffusor and deep cylindrical outlets are noted in 

Table v snd 6. Of these four streamlined cores, two are of 

comparable size. It can be diefn that both the egg shaped core 

and the small cylinder give almost the same valuer for the di- 

mensionless ratios; therefore, they co not suggest any advan- 

tage in favor of streamlined todies. The smaller egg shaped 

core caused less decrease in flow but it produced an increase 
in tlrust small cmpared to that developed by core of 

larger size. The thrust ratios 82/82 no core for comparison 
are noted below: 



r2' p2 no core with Streamlined Cores 

2v long cylinder 

21" long core 

1 1/2" long cylinder 

Shallow Deep 
Diffuser Cylindrical 

Outlet 

1.153 

1.076 

1.033 

1.184 

1.110 

1.053 
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Results for the 21 inches long cone are better than those 

for the 18 inch cylinder of the same face diameter. Much 

more data would be needed to prove or disprove the usefulness 

of this streamlined core over the cylinder of the same size. 

Thrust characteristics with cylinders are almost as :ood 

or better than with the streamline bodies reported herein. 

Any body with a smooth surface that fills most of the 

volume containing negative pressure would probably prove 

satisfactory. 

Frictional drag will most probably be tho deciding factor 

in the selection of a core. In streamlined 1edies, although 

the oressure drag would be low, frictional drag might be large 

because a stream lined body having the same diameter as a 

cylinder would have to be much longer than the cylinder to 

fill the same volume. 

The economic point of view might be a decisive factor in 

selection of final shape with everything else being the same. 

Based on present information, it seems the cylinder is a 

zuitable core shape to use. 

Effect of Cores on Angle of Spread 

Case 1. 
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Shallow Diffuser. Plate XXV adows the velocity profiles 

taken from the shallow ciffuser with and without cre. The 

cores used were a 2 feet long, 8 inches diameter cylinder 

which, or all the cores tested, gave the maximum measured 

thrust ane a 6 inch face diameter streamlined cone 21 inches 

long. 

When no core was used, for two to three outlet diameters 

downstream from the outlet, the jet came out like a partly 

opened umbrella.. Going farther downstream the angle of spread 

was almost e:natant. Here half the angle of spread was about 

sixteen to Seventeen degrees, defined as the slope of the ray 

over which the 1 eel velocity was 1/2 the axial velocity. 

After eight to nine outlet diameters the allele of spread 

started decreasing. 

On the curve snowing velocity profile with cores in the 

diffuser, the angle '41' spread was uniform. :'or two to three 

outlet diameters downstream from the outlet, the angle of 

spread with core in the diffuser was more than the correspond- 

ing angle of spread when no core was employed. Fartner cown- 

stream the angle of spread wee !gime with and without the core, 

i.e., between sixteen and seventeen degrees, 

The angle of spread, with cure, decreased alter eight to 

nine outlet diameters downstream. From here on, the spread 

could be determined from velocity readings, based on half the 

maximum velocity, s readines were more or lees uniform. 

The region beyond eight to nine outlet diameters was highly 

turbulent ane better instrumentation is needed to explore into 



EXPLANATION OF PLATL XXI 

This plate shows the increase in thrust above To no. 

core when the cores are placed axially inside the deep 

cylindrical outlet. 

Increase in thrust above To no core is shown plotted 

as a function of :::stance of the upstream face of core from 

the fan. 

Cores used in this test include: 

(1) a 6" diameter 1' long cylinder (small cylinder) 

(2) a streamlined cone 6" diameter and 21* long 

(1,Jrv7; streamlined cone) 

(3) a large unit heater core 6* diameter and 11 

1/2* long 

(4) a small unit heater 4 1/8" diameter end 

8 1/2" long 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXII 

This plate shows the increase in thrust above To no 

core when the cores are placed axially inside the shallow 

diffuser outlet. 

Increase in thrust above To no core is shown plotted 

as a function of distance of the core from the fan. 

Cores used in this test include= 

(1) a C" diameter, 11 long cylinder (small 

cylinder) 

(2) a streamlined core 6" diameter and 21" 

long (large streamlined core) 

(3) a large unit heater core 6" diameter, 

11 1/2" long (large unit heater core) 

(4) a small unit heater 4 1/8" diameter, 

8 1/2" long (small unit heater core) 
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Table 5. chalet data on unit heater with shallow diffuser outlet when cores 
were placed axially 2" inside the diffuser, i.e., 2" from the fan. 

DQ 

r- 
0 

Cores 
Used 

a 

Shape 
of 

Cores 

Qo To 

4o no core 

a 

: To no core a 2 no corm 

0.0586 Small unit 
heater core 6 3,/2 " long 

0.9973 1.067 1.064 

0.121 Large unit 
heater core 

0.9966 1.081 1.088 

11 112" long 

0.121 Small 
cylinder 

0.995 1.082 1.091 

12" long 

0.121 Long stream- 
lined cone 

0.983 1.076 1.088 

21" long 



Table 6. Outlet data on unit heater with deep cylindrical outlet when 
cores were placed axially 11' inside the deep cylindrical outlet. 
i.e., 2" from the fan. 

L2 s Cores t Shape s go = 
T o s P2 

Used of r2 no core 14o no core To no core 
s Cores 

0.0686 .)mall unit 
heater core 

0.997 1.037 1.043 

8 1/2" long 

0.121 Largo unit 
heater core 

0.990 1.104 1.124 

11 1/2" long 

0.121 Small 
cylinder 

0.991 1.084 1.102 

12" long 

0.121 Long stream- 
lined cone 

0.9431 1.111 1.13 

21" long 



this region. Plate XXIII shows ttx altures taken of the 

Jet profile made visiiie by tat smoke bJme technieue 

(Nottage, 1952). The angle of spread measured from these 

pictures checks well with the angle of spread determined 

by velocity profile method shown in Plate XXVI. Compared 

to ar,.le of spread of 16-17 degrees of the mediam velocity 

V 

c 
ray 

V- 
1/2 reported herein, an angle of 16 Q rees ears 

re ,..stab ezirlir in papers by Helander ery: aNsocies (10fl). 

Case 2. 

Deer Cylindrical Outlet. Plate 'UV shows the velocity 

profiles at various distances d,wnstrcan wit. core (2 feet 

long cylinder, 6 inches diameter) elect_ a lally Inside the 

deep cylindrical outlet. Also shown in t:Iis ,,late are the 

profiles at various distances d::wnstreil wien no c)re ve-s 

used. From tne velocity profiles as ,yivh in hlate,the 

point of half the maximum vel c:ty was locate for each 

pro file. The laces o all tlese prints 17ave the aoproximate 

anale of spread. 

This, when compared with pictures of the Jot mace visible 

by smoke 7ave almost identical values. The an -le of spread 

(deterained ty the locus of mcdiam velocities) when n) core 

was used was approximately 1.5 de:14es at the outlet. An le 

of snread increased downstream. At about 3 feet d,wnstrcea 

the an 'lc was 19 do gees. 

The angle constantly increased between 3 feet to 8 feet 

downstream. The retro was from 19 degrees to 28 degrees. 
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After 7 feet to 9 feet enstream tree angle decreased and at 

10 feet downstream It wee notes to be 16 degrees again. 

From here on, i% was difficult to determine the angle of 

spread because of turbulence. 

When streamlinec core and long cylinder were used, the 

jet tended to converge around the cores and the angle at out- 

let was only 9 degrees. Two feet to three feet downstream the 

angle was about 16 degrees to 17 degrees. This angle was 

almost constant until about 9 feet downstream when the angle 

started to decrease slightly. Streamlined core gave same 

angle of spread as the long cylinder. 

Effect oC Cores on Whirl 

The jets were allowed to come out of the outlets men- 

tioned in the foregoing discussion. Smoke puffs were intro- 

duced at the boundary of the jtt and a viewer could see the 

smoke travel In almost an elliptical path and notice 

roughly the angular speed of the smoke. This rotation of 

smoke, which is present due to whirl, can al-o be noticed with 

a regular smoke test. When the core was Introduced and same 

procedure was repeated, the roteGion seemed to have been 

slowed down considerably. This indicated that cores tend to 

reduce whirl and thus increase the axial component of flow. 

The straightening effect of cores was discussed ahile 

discussing the thrust characteristics of long cores. This 

effect also accounts for the oecrease in whirl as noticed 

above. 
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It nay be stat-', rt tht the bort: was, not intended 

to destroy ne,ative pressure completely. (Without negative 

pressure, the IrtiNuic: split at the outlet like an umbrella.) 

A zone of negative pressure has value in limiting the an:71e 

of soread an ke,:e ng the jet together. 

SUMMARY OF TEST RIZULTS 

From the res,Its presented in the foregoing paragraphs 

it is clear th4t as the dianeter of core in rcases the 

measured trust s An: flow decreases. 

The relative trust t also increases with increase in 

diameter. Petween a&c)2 range of .054 to 0.121 the maxi- 
'Do 

mum increase in measured trust as well as relative thrust 

ratios is realize. Chan-e low rate in this range is 

also less sienificant. from there Oata it seems probably 

that the best core diameters to :use would be in the D c 

Do 
range of 0.289 to 0.:!74. 

From the neas.rw. ,;erust and relative thrust values of 

2 feet long core in comparison to 1 1/2 feet long cores it 

can be seen clearly that the increased length had consi- 

derable effect on thrust values. To inoreased with length 

when Jameter was kept the same. T a/To no core also had 

a ,etter value with the longer cores. This, of course, is 

true only for a certain range outside which increase in 

thrust caused by a decrease in negative rress re re-ion 

would be nullified by the frictional drag due to increase in 

surface area. 

It was notice that chanse in angle of spread with cores 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIII 

Shows spread of the jet with shallow diffuser as outlet 

Fig, 1. 

Reference numbers 

(1) Front wall of plenum chamber 

(2) Shallow Diffuser 

(3) The used to support the cores. 

!PIA. 2. 

Reference numbers 

(1) Shallow Diffuser 

(2) Cylindrical Core 

(3) Frame used to support the core. 
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PLAM Ix! T 

Pig. 1 

Fig, lit 



EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXIV 

Shows spread of the jet made visible by smoke 
when deep cylindrical otAlet was used. 

Reference numbers 

(1) Deep cylindrical outlet 

(2) Front wall of plenum chalor 

(3) Frame for supporti.nd cores 

Pig, 2. 

Reference numbers 

(1) The front wall of plenum chamber 

(21 Deep cylindrical outlet 

(3) Cylindrical core 
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EXPLANATION OF PLATE XXV 

Angle of Spread 

A. This plate shows the velocity profile of the jot when deep 

cylindrical outlet was used with no core. 

Velocity profiles are shown at various distances downstream. 

Angle of spread determined on the basis of half the maximum 

velocity is shown on the curve. 

B. This plate shows the velocity profile of the Jet when deep 

cylindrical outlet was used and a 2' long cylinder (6" 

diameter) was used as a core. 

Velocity profiles are snown at various distances downstream. 

Angle of spread determined on basis of half the maximum 

velocity is shown on the curve. 
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NATION ' PLATE XXVI 

Angle of Spread 

A. This plate shows the velocity profile of the jet when 

shallow diffuser outlet was used with no core. 

Velocity profiles are shown nt various distances down- 

stream. Angle of spread determined on the basis of 

half the maximum velocity is shown on the curve. 

B. This plate shows the velocity profile of the jet when 

shallow diffuser outlet was used and a 2' long cylinder 

(6" diameter) was used as a core. 

Velocity profiles are shown at various distances down- 

stream. Angle of spread determined on basis of half 

the maximum velocity is shown on the curve. 
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se 

was only noticeable up to 2 to 3 out diameters downstream. 

In the principal sone the angle remained unchanged. F)eyond 

8 to 9 outlet diameters the stream was hi my turbulent and 

angle of spread could not be determined graphically for 

lack or better instrumentatior. 

With largo cores, the optimum value of the measured 

tnrust was almost 14.2 per:cent greater than the thrust with 

no core. The corresponding decrease in flow rate was always 

less than 2 per cent. The decrease of flow rate outside the 

range of optimum thrust was as high as 5 per cent. 

CoNCLUSIOM AND RI COW4ENDATIONS 

To the knowledge of the author, there is nothing in 

literature to suggest that work with the purpose of present 

research has been undertaken before. As the result of 

experiments with apo't thir*,y different cores and same 400 

readings, It her ceen established that thrust can he signifi- 

cantly increased by introducing cores with Pc ratio in the 
Lo 

suggested range whenever a uni. t heater outlet is used with 

fan at the outlet. 

It was pointed out by Helander, Yen and Tripp (1956) 

that Treater angle of spread may be desirable for certain 

applications. In this report the cores did not affect the 

angle of spread except in the primary zone. After trying 

large number number of cores with aifferent size, shape and 

diameter, it is now clear that other means will have to be 
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devised to increase the angle of spread. 

Cylinders with the suggested Do ratios of 0.289. 
Do 

0.374 may be used in unit heater designs to increase the 

projective force of the jets (downthrow in case of down- 

ward projection). 

With the results of teats in view, Le/Des 4 is sug- 

gested for maximum throw: Le= length of core and De g 

diameter of core. For a greater ratio of LO/D0 nothing 

can be said until tests are run in that higher range. 

It is suggested that air from the intake may be bled 

into the negative pressure region to fill the zone of nega- 

tive pressure. Since this would decrease the negative 

pressure, the jet would tend to spread. This method may 

also overcome the disadvantage of drag which the cores have. 

At the same time a separate means may have to be used to 

supple this bled air and its use may not be may not be 

feasible economically. 

It is suggested that more sensitive hot wire instru- 

ments should be used to analyze the angle of spread beyond 

8 to 9 outlet diameters when the flow becomes excessively 

turbulent. 

A pressure recording device may give more dependable 

data in view of the fluctuating pressure readings which are 

caused due to the presence of the core at the outlet. 

Walla taking zero readings, vibrations were artifici- 

ally introduced to get the positioning lights to fluctuate 

with tne same intensity. Some mechanical means could have 
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been used to chuck this zero position. This should be 

investigated to permit better reference point adjustment. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

a . dimensionless entrainment factor 

Ao outlet area, square feet 

cross stream average buoyance number at outlet 

1302 Pro . I) 
Tc7/klir; 

Do diameter of core, feet 

Do = diameter of outlet, feet 

f 2 arbitrarily introduced empirical throw factor 

fj Is empirical factor to compensate for the deviations in 
the distribution of the temperature in the room into 
which the jet is projected. 

fo = empirical factor to compensate for other effects, 
principally effects due to dynamically established 
forces and pressure differentials at the boundaries 
of the space into which the jet is projected. 

go rate of flow at outlet, cfs 

1.max distance from outlet to the bottom of the Jet, feet 

yo mass density at outlet pounds per cubic feet 

Ta reference room temperature, °F abs 

mean temperature at outlet, °F abs 

10 diroc'ly measured thrust, pounds force 

= cross stream average velocity at the outlet, feet 
)er sec. z 40/A0 

pi outlet momentum force (flux) a tr° o dA 

Lo 
)2/e2 

kdoi ° 

(82 

measured thrust of jet 
Q 24) \ A 

/ 

1.0 
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APPENLIX a 



;ractical Significance of Relative 
Outlet Thrust Factor 

p 2 

Two significant factors that affect the o)wnthruw of a 

heated jet must be evaluated before the threw can be pre- 

dicted. The first of these is the distribution of velocities 

and pressures at the face of the outlet. This distribution 

do termines the projective farce or Oownthrust of heated- jets. 

The second factor Is the distribution of temperetores 

in the space into which the jot is projected. This -is- 

tribution determines the total buoyancy iorce that opposes 

the dDwnward thrust of the Jet. 

Other factors are involved, such as frictional forces 

ana dynamically established pressure differentials at 

boundaries of space into witch jets are projected. 

In view of the foregoing, the factor f, in the, throw 

equation in a previous paper for jets havinti, a throw in 

excess of 8 orifice diameter may be represcntcc as the product 

of three factors. 

1 
a 1.7 Cro)(ri)(rs)(1X0)12 iv 

Each faotor will have a value of unity for the condi- 

tions that prevail wuen the jet is projected from a long 

radius nozzle into a room, the boundaries of which 

are remote from the jet. 

For an equation of the form of equation IV wherein 



L max $ constant ( c)1.11.0 may be sot equal to square root 
Do 

of the downthrust factor, 82, defined as ratio of cown- 

thrust or projective force at the outlet to the downthrust 

or projective force that wluld have been developer hac the 

o 
velocity been uniform 170 and the gage static pressure 

uniformly zero. fj will depend upon the angle of :-,pread 

of the jet, the extent of whirl prudent, and the magnitude 

of the frictional forces acting at the inner surface 

between the downwardly moving jet and the ambient stream 

of upwardly moving jet and the ambient stream of upwardly 

movin air. ra will principally _spend upon the geometry 

and structure of apace into which the jet is projected. 

Anythin that increases the oeree of non-uniformity of 

velocity at the outlet without altering the outlet static 

pressure istribution will augment fo. Anythin that 

flattens the profile of temperature plotted against radial 

distances from the jet axis, will re Aese fi. 

B2 can be evaluated by directly measuring outlet 

thrust To of a jet, using means described herein, thus 

B2 s measured thrust in pounds force 
)2 

(foAo) 
Ao 

go 

Here - rate of flow ut the outlet. A 
o 

: - outlet area. 

Some values of b2 determine frost tests reportec. herein had 

the followinti values. 
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Core Deep Cylindrical 
Size Outlet 

Shallow 
Diffusor 

2 long, 6" diameter cylinder 1.291 1.442 

2 long, 5" diameter cylinder 1.200 1.436 

2 long, 4" diameter cylinder 1.171 1.396 

d2 for 1 1/2" long cores. 

Core 
Size 

Deep Cylindrical 
Outlet 

Shallow 
Diffuser 

ulameter, 21" long cone 1.217 1.:20 

6" diameter, 1 long cylinder 1.182 1.172 

6" diameter large unit heater core 1.144 1.245 

Values of measured thrust and flow rate are reported in 

Appendix O. 

Flow Around Immersed Bodies 

718cpus action may produce three essentially different 

types of resistance. At very low Reynolds numbers inertial 

effects caused by steady movement of a body are completely 

secondary to those of viscous stress, the latter then 

extend/n:7 a great distance into the surrounding floe and 

causinr: more or less widespread distortion of the flow 

pattern. This type of resistance ie known as "deformation 

drag". 

At much higher Reynolds numbers the region in which 

appreciable deformation occurs is limited to a thin fluid 

layer surrounding the body, the resulting shear along the 

boundary surface (regardless of whether boundary layer is 
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laminar or turbulent) then proUucing what is called 

"surface drag". 

Finally, if the form of the body is such that separa- 

tion occurs, the low intenuity of pressure in the woke 

leads a resultent force which opposes the moL.Ion. 

Since the magnitude of this force varies wi'6a the shape of 

the body, it is customarily calledTorm drag: 

The latter is, however, a somewhat misleaeln6. term, 

for the fcrm and 7osition of a body also determine to some 

extent the magnitude of the other two types of resistance. 

Under favorable conditions form drae itself may reach 

such proportions as to recuce viscous stresses to rA.ative 

insignificance. 

Fundamentally, drag is csosu by the components of the 

normal and tangential forces transmitted from the fluid 

to the surface elements of the solid object. The normal 

forces are those of pressure which in general may 1e calcu- 

lated by applying the 7ernoulia prImciple to the stream 

tube adjacent to the object. The tangential forces are 

those of shear at the surface of the object arising from 

viscous effects in the boundary layer. 

D e jrp4A sinS4( dA close Integral over the surface 
0 o of the object. Pressure 

drag + frictional drag. 

Pressure drag for streamlined bodies is small but 

frictional drag is many times the pressure drag. Since 

stream lining has hrouzht more area in contact with the 

flow, 
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CONAFFIMONAL HOT 4Ift% ANEMOMYTEH EQUATION 

The following is the King's semienoirical fare; ch 

is assumed for the rate of hest loos froA a wir#: IMMfq.d(.:2 

in a flowing fluid. Por the time rate of i- crease of Neat 

energy in the wire this rives 

7 12R (A$ u 
at 

(T - T 
a (1) 

where the physical Takeup of A' ani ' as deduced by King 

is A' 2 a lk, 51 2 b(f4;rFe. Here a and b are regarded 

as numerical constants, although they are dimensional, 

and should sho4 ame variation if wide enough temperature 

range is considered. 

The term A' (T-Ta) presumably represents heat lops due 

to tree convection and radiation. Therefor* is clear 

that the constant must include such phyeical cuantitios as 

the acceleration of gravity, the thermal expansion co- 

efficient of the fluid, the soecific heat of the fluid, a 

temperature function, a radiation c natant and so forth. 

The term P'vi; (7-71a) represents forced convectIon, 

and, after K ha., been factored alit the term can t:e written 

as proportional to the product of a eynolds member and a 

Prandtl member. 

ms dR - (A AF) 4 2 
- Ra) . . . (1a) 

and if equilibrium conditions are considered '.oh that 

a = n writing the equilibrium value of ;iris Rcs, the follow- 

ing equation is obtained 



i 
2, 
Re A+BF 

Ra Ra 

where A 
Ro 

B bt 
ck (2) ATic 

In consideration of avera.c .! or steady state operation 

R (1quation 2) may la replace by A; and this equation is 

the usual mean velocity calibration of the hot wire. 

King deduced his equation for steady state operation, 

and a primary assumption of hot-wire anemometer theory is 

that this rate of heat loss is independent of acceleration, 

A convenient alternative form of equation (2) is 

it 
a A - i2+ BF1 

R - 
rium 

MEASURE .TNT OF MEAN T=':LOCITY AND TEMPIRATURE IN AIR 

In application of King's equation of thermal equillb- 

. r 7/Ti 
R - Ra 

whore K = of 
x7, R; b{. 

e' 7c 

to the measurc:If.nt of mean velocity unu te.nperature in flow 

with a temperature gradient, the only chan7e from the first 

part precees:qn- section is *.hat 7C any n now vary from 

point to point in the :low. These variations are deter- 

mined from the chances in the ohysics1 constants of the 

fluid. 
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Stnco air very nearly a perfect gas 

Tx 

-717 Ta 

where subscript corresponds to an approximate reference 

temperature. 

From international critical tables tnc, thermal 

conductivity of air can tes approximates for temperatures up 

to a few hundred degrees centigrade by empirical equation 

312 X . Tr 4- 125 (T 
Tit) g; Ta 4- la r 

where K is the conductivity of air at Ta and Kr is con- 

ductivity at Tr, 

'K can be approximated by a straight line over a fairly 

wide temperature range. 

Variation of C with temperature can be neglected 

from 0 to 300°C. Thus 

IL. F.. 
X; 

r j! r 

or r a Tr 4125 ( 
Ta + 126 

3 

err 

Br k a) a +- co 

+125 T \ 1. 

In praezlce, it ie convenient to nave tneee ccuutions 

in terms of resistances 
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341, = Ro tIt'c-(Ta - 273)1 

Rr s RoHc(yr . 273)] 

By using above equation we end up with the talloing 

equations for the case of platinum with .0037 or s 0 

where 

ir 
ie 

Tr 4. 125 ( 

Tr 
1:21$ ; 

("'c 0 thermal coefficient of Oa ge of resistance of 

wire. 

Accuracy of reirilts dependu upon the accuracy of 

l)hysical f:,-rm of cooling. terms in XInies equations. 

Linear variation of 12 T with 7 1 has been checked with 
- IT& 

oonsiderable accuracy by many experiments. 

aLmAalcS ON K:N1,3 iCUATION 

As pointed out by McAdams hook on beat transmission 

the forced-convection term in King's equation can be 

written in terms of the product of a Reynold number and a 

Frandt1 number so that rate of heat loss from the wire ie 

0 K(T - Ta) (aft btfii) 

R a Reynolds number. 
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Inserting an extra d and introducing a heat transfer 

coefficient n and the Nusselt number = , Aadams 

writes this in the form 

= K1+K2 1;76: 

Conventionally the first term in King's equation is 

described as Including radiation and free convection, while 

second term is due to forced convection. 

The latter appears to be quite reasonable, but it is 

apparent that free-convection effects, if appreciable, can- 

not enter the h it transfer equat-ion simply additively. 

The free convection phenomena is complex and in most cur- 

rent applications the direction of buoyancy induced velocity 

is perpendicLilar to the main flow. The form of A, is 

given by King and gives physical origin, 

although it is physically obvious that radiation must be 

included. 

k = length J: not wire 

= specific density 

cr shecifie heat at Ta 

K w thermal conductivity of fluid 

u = velocity of fluid 

d = diameter of hot wire 

T = temperature. 

T a it is meant to indicate the instantaneous 

absolute temperature cf as and Tr : v,)solte vr-1,e 3f 

reference medium e.g. air at rest, for a fret.: 

("C .7 thermal coefficient of resistance lf wire material. 
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Table 7. average velocity readings nature of outlet 

ehallow diffuser, no core used, velocity 

pressure in duet, 2.150 0,0, room tem- 
po:0.u., 0002. 

Distance s 701001 ty f 

n, . _I. . _ . . ._ f o s s 6 6 . 6 9 . 1 6 6 1 5 1 4 01 1 0 4 0 fro. 
outlet, I 

along 
geometrical. 

1* , 2" r 5. , 4" , ge , ge , v. , .. , 9° . 10. s 11. 1 ir t 1,5, 5 850. ; 9511. , 

.. 

3.05 . 3.6. s 4.0, . 4.5. s 650. s 8.5' I 650, s 840 s 740, i 755, I S.O. . 1156, 1 feet 
1 

axis, fpn. 

I 

400 400 850 010 1000 170 130 se 43 43 46 

20B 226 250 280 go0 330 610 906 101 SO 513 77 71 70 77 73 66 50 43 

4 108 170 836 946 108 74 87 as se 54 53 83 53 es 

ea 90 135 153 ISO 133 106 60 66 44 49 54 as es 41 

a so 83 90 138 166 136 160 66 47 56 50 60 

10 54 80 58 195 110 100 es 65 se 50 55 

12 50 65 as eo 90 36 es 76 67 67 58 46 

9.0, 
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Table 8. Average velocity readings, beigat of jet axis above 
ground level, type of outlet, 130 deep, 17 1/2" 
diameter, type of core, long ayilnd.. .ge 

8" diameter, velocity pressure in duct, 2.180, room 
temperature 790P. 

Distance i Velocity t 

from along 
outlet. geometrical: 
feet axis, fpm 

D1 tence row =-.1L 

t 3.0, 

4.-5. 

1" 1 2" : 3. 4" t 6" 7e s 9" 17' t 11" : I,. : 2.C, 1 v.5. : 6.5' v 4.0. 1 4.51 i 5.0, 5.5' r .5' 7.0, : 7.5' 1 7.0' ; 0.1' s 

450 970 1000 240 146 45 35 35 22 

2' 210 570 550 21u 24 52 52 12 40 42 

4' 125 127 175 155 103 "2 ,0 53 50 51 48 48 

8' 75 02 97 120 92 65 06 40 45 42 42 42 39 

0' 54 58 75 60 01 03 ,.2 45 47 47 45 45 45 

10' 52 55 58 01 75 77 55 4e 43 40 30 

9.0. 



Table 9. Average velocity readings, deep ay/12421.1 outlet, 
13. deep, 17 1/2" diameter. velocity pressor. in 
duet. 2.295. 1120, duct temperature, BOP. 

51stanee s 

from 
outlet, $ 

Velocity : 

aloog 
geometrical: 

Distance from aometrical exia of CPAs t 

1. : 3. t 4. t 5. 6. , 7 . 1 8. t 9. s 10. s 11.: 12. 1.6, t 2,0, : 2.5. s 3.0, t 3.6, 4.0, t 4.3. 4 6.0. t 5.5, s 4.5. o 7.0. . 7.6. : 8.0. s 8.6, t 2.0, feet axis, fpm 

0 282 275 300 588 450 800 875 735 7s7 216 198 107 86 57 46 49 37 17 85 

1, 215 230 245 350 560 795 740 103 57 40 

3 

27 

241 

31 35 

2' 260 285 295 510 370 450 550 310 117 46 45 5 35 al as as 39 35 34 

3' 235 550 270 318 360 400 450 670 250 130 60 44 37 SI 21 54 40 37 55 

4. 225 280 265 310 360 565 575 600 475 315 210 100 55 45 39 32 37 52 35 30 

5' 190 206 216 230 240 250 246 285 540 560 250 160 03 50 40 26 23 08 32 29 

6' 175 180 125 170 185 190 180 186 240 300 310 260 120 105 63 42 29 35 30 29 

7' 160 133 145 150 200 210 266 150 135 75 80 07 43 38 30 30 32 

8' 145 160 185 170 136 130 120 195 160 Ito 110 95 03 35 37 35 

9, 130 150 125 116 120 140 180 190 20 45 53 46 37 

10, 116 140 158 135 115 130 130 BO 52 86 76 es 30 45 28 

11' 107 126 135 180 150 3,6 125 90 82 BO 75 60 45 32 28 
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Tail. 
Tr;; Taltai 

reading., 
rgldhp, 

1.7.1/2.'81=yer, typo of sore, marg. cylinder, 
13" diameter, IP long, roots temperature, 820P. 

Distance I Velocity t 

along 0ttno a from aeneErleal 4.814 of 41" 18 from 
outlet, s goometricalt 

axis. rpm 
I 

1" 1 2. t 15" t 4" 2 6" It 6" t 7" t 8" ; 9" t 10" ; 11" 1 12" t 1.6, t 2.0, I 9.5, I 3.0, t 8.8. t 4.0, 6.0. . 
8.0. 

. 0.0' , 001 fest 

1, 180 440 860 700 760 104 67 48 38 

8, 140 210 585 680 680 500 100 so 53 . 43 37 

3. 

41 178 908 356 380 120 85 48 45 40 68 

b. 

8, 103 110 190 150 210 140 80 as 43 40 38 

7, 

er 86 100 89 110 152 186 100 86 so 88 48 

9, 

10, 96 815 86 106 98 73 46 SO ss 



Table 12. Summary of thrust results, de,p cylindrical outlet 13" deep, 17 1/4" diL. 

No. Typo 
of :of core: 

Read- 
ing 

Thrust reading In gms : 

core face locations T 

stated below :AO core 
2" 

o 

g3211 
from fanarom fan:from fan: 

t : : t 

Volume Velocity Tamp. Velocity Qo 
:rate ofspressure: in :pressure: no 
flow, C. reading Net no core core 

: Units 1 Units : F : Units :Units 

1 2" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

2 2" dia. 
cylinder 
21 long 

3 2" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

4 2" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

5 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

6 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

273 270 267 

275 273 271 

271 289 265 

287 284 282 

280 277 275 

288 281 278 

277 272 268 

266 19.92 2.232 86 2.237 19.95 

270 19.92 2.232 84 2.235 19.94 

263 19.86 2.207 83 2.209 19.87 

280 19.63 2.187 84 2.200 19.85 

270 19.88 2.228 85 2.2:1:5 18.90 

268 19.88 2.228 86 2.237 19.95 

265 19.63 2.187 84 2.20 19.85 



Table 12. (cont.) 

No. Type 
of :of core: 

Read- 
ing 

Thrust reading In gas 
core face locations 
stated below 

241 3" 4" 
from fan:from fan:from 

T o Volume 
:no corotrate of 

gas flow, 0 
fan: : Units 

Velocity Temp. 
:pressure: in 
reading duct 

: Units : 0p 

Velocity Qo 
:pressures no 
no core core 

: Units :Units 

8 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2, long 

9 4" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

10 4" dia. 
cylinder 
21 long 

11 4" dia. 
cylinder 
2, long 

12 4" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

13 5" dia, 
cylinder 
2, long 

14 5" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

290 285 280 275 19.63 2.191 84 

295 287 282 230 19.63 2.191 85 2.209 19.87 

285 277 273 265 19.63 2.187 86 2.200 19.85 

2.209 19.87 

293 285 280 269 19.88 2.228 86 2.237 19.95 

292 287 282 270 19.80 2.218 84 

297 292 287 

296 291 286 

270 19.72 2.208 

2.235 19.90 

85 2.935 19.90 

265 19.88 2.224 86 2.237 19.95 



Table 12. (cont.) 

z-thruiiitang. in gas 
Wo. Type core face locations T 
of sof core: stated below :no 

Road- ---7.------1m-----e--- 
ing 1 :from fan:from fansfroa fans 

2 2 

o Volum* Velocity Temp. 
core:rate oftpressuret in 

92k0 flow, C reading duct 
Units : Units I 41.F 

Velocity o 
:pressure: no 
no core acre 

2 Units :Units 

15 5" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

16 5" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

17 8" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

18 6" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

500 21)3 288 275 19.64 

290 285 277 270 19.75 

288 273 252 19.82 

292 277 250 19.83 

12 8" dia. 310 
cylinder 
2' long 

2C 6" dia. 277 
cylinder 
2' long 

21 6" dia. 410 
cylinder 
2' long 

2.184 84 2.200 19.85 

2.186 84 

2.215 9f 

2.223 28 

290 270 19.90 2.208 

265 237 19.80 2.218 

395 370 19.0 2.280 

2.209 19.87 

2.222 

2.232 

100 2.216 

57 2.230 

96 2.296 



Tale 12. (cont.) 

: Thrust readinz in gm: 1 : : : 
: 

No. Type core face locations T 
o Volume Velocity Temp. Velocity 410 

of :of core: stated ,elow :no core:rate of:pressure: in :pressure: no 
Read- 26 3" 4" ;Iss flow, C reading duct no core core 
ing s :from fan:from fan:from fan: : Units : Units : al" : Units :Units 

22 6" dia. 273 
cylinder 
2' long 

23 6" dia. 288 
cylinder 
2' long 

24 6" dia. 308 
cylinder 
2' long 

25 6" dia. 310 
cylinder 
2' long 

26 6" dia. 335 
nylinder 
2' long 

27 6" dia. 327 
cylinder 
2' long 

255 19.92 2.08 103 2.148 

278 247 19.80 2.255 V2 2.27 

29C 270 19.67 2.181 85 2.209 

291 267 19.04 2.184 86 2.20 

318 277 19.80 2.220 2.37 

317 270 19.80 2.205 84 2.235 



Table 12. (concl.) 

: : thrust readtng, in gas : 

No. Type core face locations 
of :of core: stated telow : 

Read- 2" 3" 4"- 
ing : :from fan:from fan:from fans 

To Volume 
no core:rate of: 
gms flow, Q 

Units : 

Velocity Temp. 
pressure: in 
read'ng duct 
Units : 4°F 

Velocity go 
:pressure: no 
no core core 

: Units :Units 

28 S" dia. 
cylinJer 
2' long 

29 8" die. 
cylinder 
2' long 

30 8" dia. 
cylinder 
2 long 

31 8" dia. 
cylinder 
2 long 

345 320 237 270 19.55 2.173 

340 300 285 265 19.25 2.095 

353 326 30C 

342 315 302 

275 19.85 

270 19.85 

2.210 

2.190 

35 2.209 

86 2.200 

36 2.237 

84 2.235 



Table 13. Sumlary of thrust reslats, deep cylindrical outlet 13" deep, 17 1/4" dia. 

s 

No. Type 
of sof core 

Read- 
ing 

s Thrust reaRTITTEiii-- 
core face locations 
stated telow, inches 
from fan 

: 

1 : : : s 

T 
o Volume Velocity Temp. Velocity 

:no core:rate of:pressures in :pressure 
gms flow, C reading (Jet no core 

: : Units s Unite : F s Units 

32 R" dia. 
cylinder 

400 388.3 385 380 375 16.35 1.541 1.556 

1 V21 long 

33 8" dia. 
cylinder 

395 390 383 382 378 375 16.30 1.524 78 1.538 

1 1/0 long 

34 8" dia. 
cylinder 

423 411 405 401.5 3c':7,5 387 16.35 1.541 76 1.550 

1 1/2# long 

35 6" dia. 
cylinder 

388 385 380.5 377 376.7 375 16.40 1.545 1.556 

1 1/2' long 

36 6" dia. 
clinder 

386 382 376 373 372 375 16.33 1.527 78 1.538 

1 1/2o long 

37 6" dia. 417 410 402 397 397 397 16.35 1.546 76 1.550 
cyl tnder 

1 1/2* long 

* The strain ;!ages were suspectec to to out of order when these readings were taken. 



Table 13. (cont.) 

: Thrust reading in gas 
No. Typo sore face locations 
of :of core: stated oslow, inches 

Read- from fan 
ing t s 

38 5" die, 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

39 5" dia, 
cylinder 

1 1/0 long 

40 5" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

41 4" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

42 4" dia. 
aylinder 

1 1/2' long 

43 4" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

17 : 4° 6' s 8* 

387 585 382 380 

382 380 376 375 

403 400 397 390 

383 382 380, 378.5 

386 383 381 378 

400 398 397 390.5 

t 10" 

: I t I 

To Volume Velocity Temp. 
cao coresrate of:pressure: in 

gas flow, 4 reading duct 
: Units ; Units : °I 

Velocity 
:pressure 
no core 

: Units 

377 375 16.47 1,647 1,566 

373 375 18.33 1.529 78 1,638 

389.7 387 16.40 1.546 76 1.650 

375 16.41 1.549 78 1.556 

376 375 16.35 1.531 78 1.638 

339.5 387 16.40 1.596 76 1.650 

The strain gages were suapecttd to be out of order when thecae readings wore taken, 



Table 13. (coml.) 

No. Type 
of of core: 

Read- 
ing 

Thrust readin.7713- 
core face locaions 
stated below, inches 
from fan. gms MrTMr7=r: 

:no sore 
Volume 
:rate of 
flow, C 

: Units 

Velocity Temp. 
:pressure: in 
readIng duct 
Units : oF 

Velocity 
:pressure 
no cars 

: Units 

44 3" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

4b 3" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/20 long 

48 3" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

47 2" dia. 
e7linder 

1 1/2' long 

49 2" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

49 2" dia. 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

182 180 379.5 377 

385 302 380 373 

398 397 392 390 

300 379 377 377 

383 302 381 320 

392 391 300.5 

375 16.47 

37C 375 16.35 

1.551 78 

1.533 79 

388 387 16.43 1.597 76 

375 16.49 1.553 78 

375 375 16.35 1.530 

380 337 13.43 1.543 7e, 

1.556 

1.530 

1.550 

1.556 

1.538 

1.550 

* The strain gages were suspected to re o5t of order when these readings were taken. 



Table 14. Summary of thrust reelts, sU,411o4 diffuser, 17 1/4" uiameter, 4" deep. 

No. Type 
of :of core: 

Read- 
ing 

hrus read sui; n 7ms 
core face locations 
stated below 

3" 4" 
:from fan:from fan:from fens 

snosig 
.Volume Velocity Temp. 
'rate of:pressure: in 
flow, C reacinp duct 
Units : Unite : op 

Velocity 

pressure 
no core 
Units 

50 8" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

51 8" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

52 8" dia. 
cylinder 
21 long 

53 6" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

6" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

55 6" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

380 370 358 

405 374 356 

378 366 357 

315 300 

300 292 

330 307 

320 19.92 2.25 81 

344 19.92 2.267 q2 

320 19.92 2.232 84 

280 19.9 2.20 98 

265 19.95 2.229 95 

290 19.95 2.219 98 

2.285 

2.245 

2.32 

2.32 

2.237 



Table 14. (cont.) 

3 : fbrust resZAnF in Fms . : 2 . 

No. Type core face locations T 
o Volume Velocity Temp. Velocity 

of :of gore: stated below 
Read- 
ing 2 

:no C)re:rate of:preasure: in :nressurd 
21/ -11328 flow, ^ reading duct no core 

:from fan:from fans fl.oAa fan: 
2 Units Units : °F Units 

56 C" dia. 316 29'7 273 19.95 2.219 9L 2. 7 
cylinder 
21 long 

57 6" Oia. 318 292 no 19.89 2.203 
cylinder 
21 long 

58 6" dia. 317 292 260 19.80 2.213 89 2.235 
cylinder 
21 long 

2.235 

52 -1. 375 359 320 19.84 2.260 31 '..295 
cylinder 
21 long 

60 ,'," dia. 382 362 345 19.90 2.271 82 2.280 
cylinder 
21 long 

61 5" A.a. 376 370 3;3 ., 19.95 2.273 32 2.280 
cylinder 
21 long 

62 5" dia. 353 358 352 320 19.93 2.217 31 2.235 cylinder 
21 long 



Table 14. (cont.) 

: Thrust reading in r.me 

No. Type core face locations 
of :of care: stated below 

Read- 2" 3" 4" gma 
ing :fr.As fan: from tan: from fan: 

: : 2 

To Volume Velocity Temp. 
:no core:rate of:pressure: in 

flow, Q reading duct 
: Units : Units : F 

Velocity 
;pressure 
no core 

: Units 

63 V dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

64 4" CI*. 
cylinder 
2' long 

65 4" dia. 
cylinder 
2' lonrr 

66 4" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

67 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

68 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

366 361 354 

349 343 

366 3C2 

355 350 

362 360 

335 

330 19.90 2.271 82 2.290 

337 32C 19.93 2.270 81 2.285 

358 347 10.93 2.274 8 2.280 

345 330 19.88 2.228 8G 2.237 

3.53 347 19.95 2.276 82 2.280 

328 320 12.95 2.277 81 2.285 



Table 14. (concl.) 

: ThrAtt readlni-In ,ms 
No. Type core face locations 
of sof care: stated below 

R ead- 
ing 

To 

:no core 
gms 

:from fan:from fan:from fan: 

Volume 
:rate oft 
flow, C. 

: Units : 

Velocity Temp. Velocity 
pressure: in :pressure 
reading duct no core 
knits 

'DP Units 

69 3" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

343 341 337 330 19-52 

70 2" dia. 328 
cylinder 
2' long 

71 2" dia. 353 
cylinder 
2' long 

72 2" dia. 
cylinder 
2' long 

323 320 320 19.9 

2.232 84 

2.283 81 

352 347 346 111.93 2.278 

2.235 

2.2E35 

2.280 

333 335 331 330 19.93 2.233 84 2.235 



Table 15. Summary of thrust reelts, shallow diffuser, 4* deep, 17 1/4* diameter. 

No. Type 
of sof cores* 
Read 
ing * 

gms 
core face locations 
stated below. inches 
from fan 

1 s 2 * 

T 
o Volume Velocity Temp Velocity 

:Do coretrato of:pressure: in :pressure 
gees flow, Q reading duct no core 

: : Units : Units $ PF * Units s -2*-1-4*-: 6 u 

73 8* dia. 450 443 440 16.74 1.625 66 1.635 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

74 8" dia. 422 420 418 415 414 413 16.70 1.526 1.536 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

75 8* dia. 420 416 414 413 408 407 16.69 1.526 78 1.538 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

76 6* dia. 440 430 427 425 15.74 1.627 66 1,635 
cylinder 

1 1/2* long 

77 6* dia. 417.5 415 414 412 413 16.70 1.629 1.536 
cylinder 

1 1121 long 

79 6" dia. 415 413 410 407 405 405 16.69 9 78 1,538 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

*The strain gages were suspected to he out of order when these readings were taken. 



Table 15. (cAlt.) 

rust resOing in mas 
No. Type core face locaA.ons 
of :of cores: stated taloa:, inches 

Read- from fan 
ing 

: : : 

T o Volume Velocity Temp. 
:no core:rate of:pressure: in 

oms flow, q reading duct 
: Units t Units t op 

79 5' dia. 420 417.5 425 
cylinder 

1 1/2/ long 

80 5" dia. 415.4 414 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

81 5" dia. 414 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

82 4" dia. 423 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

83 4" dia. 414 414 414 
cylinder 

1 1/21 long 

Velocity 
:pressure 
DO 00100 

Units 

425 425 425 16.78 1.628 

414 16.74 1.531 

413 411.5 403 405 405 16.70 1.531 

423 423 424 1.80 1.630 

414 

C6 1.635 

80 1.536 

1.538 

1.638 

64 4" dia. 413 412 408.5 407 405 405 16.70 1.533 1.538 
cylinder 

1 1/2' long 

*The strain ga7es were saepoeted to be out of order when these readimTs were 



Table 15. (conc4) 

No. Type 
of :of cores 

Reed- 
ing 

t Thrust reading 
core face locations 
stated below, inches 
from fan 

Volume 
2no°coretrate of 

Slow, Q 
2 Units 

Velocity Temp. 
:pressure in 
reading duct 

t Units °IF 

Velocity 
:pressure 
no core 

t Units 2" 2 4" : 6" : 8" : 10" 

85 3" dia. 424 424 424 424 
cylinder 

1 )(2 long 

86 3" dia. 414 414 414 414 16.76 1.628 1.635 
cylinder 

1 1/21 long 

87 3" dia. 412 408.5 407.5 407 405 405 16.74 1.535 1.538 
cylinder 

1 1/2 long 

88 21 dia. 424 424 424 424 
cylinder 

1 1/21 long 

89 2" dia. 16.76 1.628 1.635 
cylinder 

1 1/21 long 

90 2" dia. 408 406 405 405 16.80 1.537 1.538 
cylinder 

1 1/21 long 

*The strain gages were suspected to be out of order when these readings were taken. 



?able 18. Summary of thrust results, deep cylindrical outlet, 13" deep, 17 1/4" dia. 

s Thr.-st reading In gins 

Wo. Type care face locations 
of sof cores: stated teloe, inches 

head- from fan 

t 

T o 
:n3 core:rate 

gas 
-Ti": 

t 

Volume 
ofspressures 

flow, .:, 

: Units 

t : t 

Velocity Temp. Velocity 
in :pressure 

reading duct no core 
: Units : of : Units tug : 

91 Long stream 300 295 285 

.1../11101. 

268 19.30 2.220 88 2.237 
lined cone, 
21" long 

92 Long stream 307 296 287 270 19.80 2.220 86 2.237 
lined cone, 
21" long 

93 Long stream 292 287 280 275 19.60 2.181 85 2.209 
line cone 
21" long 

94 Lonrt. stream 295 278 275 260 2.12 2.t7'00 

lined cone, 
21" long 

95 Lon' stream 395 3327 332 370 20.20 2.285 96 2.228 
lined c-ine, 
21" long 

96 Long stream 267 260 253 235 19.94 2.220 97 2.238 
lined cone, 
21" long 

97 Long stress 297 277 ',,!70 265 19.96 2.210 100 2.216 
lined cone, 
21" long 



Table 16. (coml.) 

t : Thrust reading 
No. Typo core face locations 
of :of cores : stated below, 

Read- from Ian. 
ing : : M117--3w-T--e 

in :Ina 

inches 

: t t t 
T 
o Volume Velocity Temp. 

:no core:rate of:pressuret in 
gas flow, ( reading duct 

: t Units : Units t of 

$ 

Velocity 
:pressure 
DO core 

: Unita : 6" : 7V 

98 Long Stream 280 276 255 245 19.95 2.222 98 2.232 
lined cone, 
21" long 

99 Lon? stream 233 273 267 250 19.93 2.216 96 2.222 
lined cane, 
21" long 

100 Large unit 233 280 277 268 19.85 2.224 86 2.237 
heater core 

101 Large 'mit 295 238 282 275 270 270 19.70 2.205 86 2.235 
heater core 

102 Large unit 290 285 280 277 275 275 19.60 2.181 85 2.209 
heater core 

103 Large unit 258 251 241 240 235 23C 19.50 2.12 2.200 
heater core 

104 Largo unit 289 234 279 2:?2 265 20.23 2.221 97 2.236 
heater core 

105 Large unit 275 2(5 255 250 250 19.93 2.2(1.5 100 2.216 
heater core 



Table 17. um-,Isry of the st results, deco cylindrical outlet, 13" dep, 17 1/4" dia. 

..14.1011 
: : :: ":crust rtaz ,7 in 'In t i : i i 

No. "7 "*0 core face locations Tu 7,1,me Velocity Tamp. Velocity 
of :of (sores : sta-cd .1-v, inches :no core:ra e of :pressure: in :pressure 
lead- from fan -ms flow, , reading duct no core 
ing t : 2" : r"-T--rw . : Units : Units : 3/P : rJnits 

.1.11 
106 Small unit 280 

hea-or 

107 Small unit 235 
heater core 

103 Small unit 25C 
heater core 

109 ,3n it 270 
heater o:Jre 

11C, Small unit n52.5 
nester care 

111 3cal1 unit 255 
heater core 

277 275 275 19.60 2.191 85 2.209 

230 227 227 19.93 2.122 101 2.148 

245 242 237 2 5 20.0 2.260 97 2.236 

2 3 2C0 260 20.0 2.212 100 2.21C 

245 242.5 242.5 20.0 2.227 98 2.2Z2 

25C 247 247 19.3 2.216 96 2.222 



Table 18. Summary of thrust results, deep cylindrical outlet, 13" deep, 17 1/4" dia. 

No. Type 
of :of cores: 

Read- 
ing 

InrUrt-Frad7r717-171 gm 
core face locations 
stated below, inches 

2" : 4 

: 1 s 

Volume Velocity Temp. Velocity 
: To :rate ofspressure: in : pressure 
no core flow, (4 reading duct no core 

: ,1 : gms : '._;nits t Units : op 1 Units 

112 Small cvl. 305 300 293 467 
1' long 
6" dia. 

113 Small cyl. 262 257 253 247 
1' long 
6" dia. 

114 Small cyl. 400 
1' long 
6" 

115 Small cyl. 255 
1' long 
6" dia. 

118 Small cyl. 297 
1' long 
6" dia. 

117 Small cyl. 273 
1' long 
6" dia. 

118 Small cyl. 275 
1' long 
6" dia. 

283 275 20.2 2.181 85 2.209 

243 230 19.83 2.08 101 2.148 

395 387 382 370 

250 245 240 

290 285 280 

26'7 257 

20.2 2.23 96 2.296 

235 19.93 2.218 97 2.2Z6 

267 20.0 2.208 100 2.216 

250 247.5 20.06 2.223 93 2.232 

26.5 257 255 250 19.93 2.215 4.222 



Table 19. Summary of thrust rcsults, shallow diffuser, 17 1/4" diameter, 4" deep. 

',hru.st readin,- 
No. Pyre core face loc 
of :of cares: stated 1:e1 aft, 

Read- from fan 
ing s -72*-: 3- 4 

it gni : s : 

- 
: 
- 

t 

tions T o Volume Veloelty Temp. Velocity 
inches :no core:rate of:pressures in :pressure 

gms flow, Q readirc duct no core 
: -7" : Tr : : nits : Untts : of : Inits 

120 Lame stream 305 
lined core 
21" long 
6" dia. 

121 Larr!e stream 306 
lined cone 
21" long 
6" dia. 

2tZ5 

300 

122 Lar,;* stream 290 273 
lined cone 
21" long 
C" 

123 Lame unit 3a5 ::;o 355 
heater or 
11 1/2" long 

6" dia. 

124 Larae unit 305 287 
beater core 
11 1/'.:, long 

e" dia. 

350 

235 

.. 
2 30 19.86 2.216 Na 2.235 

230 19.34 2.C5 93 2.225 

2'i3 19.86 2.219 93 2.239 

345 19.93 2.217 2.290 

230 19.30 2.1,11f7, 39 2.23E 



Table 19. (cont.) 

: 3 niust relCin' 
No. Type core face 
of :of cores : stated lel:.,4, 

Read- from fan 
in : : rr-T777--74-4' 

in ,ms 
loc-Itions 

inchea 
To Volume Velocity Temp. 

:40 core:rate of: pressure: in 
gas flOW, Q ree::Ing duct 

s flits : units ci? 

Velocity 
:pressure 
no core 
Units : 5" 

125 Large unit 307 
heater core 

292 282 290 19.80 2.208 93 2.225 

11 1/2" 1')ng 

6" dia. 

126 Large Alit 292 
heaer core 

270 233 270 270 19.85 2.214 (23 2.239 

11 1/2" long 
6" dia. 

127 Small unit 295 
beater core 

293 .,-737 2..33 2,39 19. S1 2.223 7,2 2.23L 

A 1/2" long 
4 1/2" dia. 

128 Small l_nit 300 
heater core 

387 390 390 19.90 2.22 93 2.225 

8 1/2" long 
4 1/2" dia. 

129 Small unit 233 273 275 270 270 19.e6 2.234 93 2.23° 
beater core 
8 1/2" long 
4 1/2" dia. 



Table 19. (eonel.) 

lob Type 
of sof cores: 

Read- 
ing 

Thrust readin7 in cms 
core fame locations 
fasted below, inches 
from fan 
2" 3" 

130 11 long 305 
6" dia. 
cylinder 

131 1 long 305 
6" dia. 
cylinder 

132 1' long 288 
6" dia. 
cylinder 

T 
o VolL.me 

:no core:Txoi 
gm* 

: 4" : 6" : 8" s :Units 

295 292 235 230 19.90 

292 287 230 280 19.12 

203 280 275 273 12.90 

Velocity remp. Velocity 
:pressures in :pressure 
reacflng d et no core 

: Units : Units 

2.228 99 2.235 

2.04 93 2.225 

2.219 93 2.237 



DIMENSIONS AND SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENTS OF THE EQUIPMENT ( PLAN VIEW) FOR 

MEASURING OUTLET THRUST OF UNIT HEATERS. ( TO SCALE ) 

I 5-r 

- 
E 

REFERENCE NUMBERS. 

01 

( I) BLOWER ( 2) METERING NOZZLE (3) HOUSING (4) BAFFLE 

(5) SWING PLATFORM (6) UNIT HEATER (7) INSTRUMENT CARRIAGE 
(8) THRUST MEASURING DEVICE ( 9) DOOR ( 10) WINDOWS. 



DIMENSIONS AND SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR 
MEASURING OUTLET THRUST OF UNIT HEATERS (SIDE ELEVATION) 

C 

13 

I 

2 

4 

5 

11 

13 

I0 

12 

' 

REFERENCE NUMBERS ( I ) BALL BEARING (2) SUPPORT RODS 

(3) UNIT HEATER ( 4) SWING PLATFORM ( 5) VIBRATION DAMPER 

(6) THRUST MEASURING DEVICE (7) SKING (8) CALIBRATION 
PAN (9) HOUSING (10) POSITION INDICATING SWITCH (I I ) 

ENLARGED TOP VIEW OF POSITION INDICATING SWITCH (12) 

DOOR (IV WINDOWS. 



DIMENSIONS AND SCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF INSTRUMENT CARRIAGE 

REFERENCE NUMBERS (I) CARRIAGE FRAME (2) VERTICAL SCALE 

(3) HORIZONTAL SCALE (4) IMPACT TUBES (5) GUIDE RAIL 

Figure 3 
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Aka:TRACT 

The tpstg described in this re?ort were conducted 

as a part o a cooperative research project on tte down- 

ward orojeotion of heated air juts sponsored jointly 

by the American Society of Heating and Ventilating 

Engineers and the 1,:ngineering imxperiment Station of 

Kansas "tats College. 

This report is the r,sult of sugeestions contained 

in a paper by Professor Aelaneer, r. Yen and L. 'zinee 

(1954) who suggested that basic research va carried 

out to explore the possibility of increasinp; thrust of 

the jet. ?resent research concerns itself with the 

unit heater outlet characteristics. Outlets used were; 

(1) deep cylindrical evtlet, 17 1/4" diameter, 1Z," 

deep, ano, (2) shallow diff,4ser 17 1/4" diameter, 4" 

deep. 

When a unit heater fan is operating, due to whirl, 

a zone of negative presaure is creatto in front of 

the outlet. A considerable amount of enera is lost 

in maintaining this sone of noeyative pressure. It was 

thought that If this sone could be filled out by placing 

a smooth solid core in tte stream, part of the energy 

would be made availaLle for increaa1n V,e propulsive 

force of the jet. 

Apparatda wax available to meaeure Vic thrust uirectly. 



This consisted of a plenum chamber to which air was fed 

by an external supply fan. Part of the equipment was a 

swin.7 platform upon which was mountea a unit heater. The 

thrust imparted b7 the unit heater t: the swing platform 

was determined by means of strain ,zaee thrust measuring 

device. 

The following combinations of c.rea were used: 

(1) "Nro feet 10.-..; cyl:nutre of different 

diameters. 

( ) 'Nre e! e. ne-half feet lor, cylinders of 

different lengths. 

(:") Fame eiameter stream !Inc tcy:ies of dif- 

ferent len-hs. 

(4) Some diameter etreafr lino bodies of same 

lenRtb. 

These solid cares were introth.ced into the jet stream 

and their effects an the characteristics of the jets were 

studied. Vajor clnsileration was ;riven to the stmdy of 

the effect of core shapes an tae thrust characteristics 

of the Jet stream and the rsalts 'ease boon renartd in 

the form of limensionl.ise .7raphs an tables. Lffect on 

the angle of spread whirl was also studied. Pitot 

static tube traverses were taken to Aeterm'ne the 

velocity distribution end a hot wire instrument wan ii]ao 

used to measure velooities. On the basis -f veloc!ty 

distribution, angle of spread was found. Thle was checked 

by taking smoke nictures of the jet stream. Effect on 



whirl was stuUleo visually by smoke bomb technique. 

As a result of the present work it was found that 

as the disaster of tho zoro is Increaser,. the measured 

thrust, as well as relative torust, increases. An 

optimum ranee ese detoreined in Web laxis.Jm increase 

in tnrust, as well as rflotive thrust, wooly cc realised 

without appreciably a:feet:el, the flow rate. .:.ompariLi 

the effects Di lost, t,ros Aitr, s nsl 1 r c:,res of the laMf 

diametmr, it was establl!..e, that lur4;th has a cf.nsider- 

able effect on t .r vel.:es. lari-e cares mentioned 

above the measure:: thrust was nearly l4.2'.. greater than 

the thr,st obtainec wren no core was used. Vaximum 

ueorAse in flow rate was about 2%. The cores did not 

affect ankle of spread except in primary ens. rhirl 

was !1-.7 fitly decreased when long cores it re 'sec. For 

corf .hamsters larger then the optiml.m ranee reported 

in this r,spnrt, flow rate decreeste ra.)inly an(: off- 

sets tht a(!vanfai.:e due t: :Ain in thrust. ror (mailer 

values of core diameters the effect on thrust is insir- 

nificant. 


